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SUMMARY 
With European Train Control System (ETCS) now a crucial part of Network Rail’s plans for resignalling the UK 
railway infrastructure, and a real requirement to build confidence and experience in the technology, Network Rail 
(NR) has worked collaboratively with a number of suppliers within the ETCS Frameworks programme.  Central to 
this is NR’s ETCS National Integration Facility (ENIF) at Hitchin, which includes a section of track which can be 
switched into a test mode to allow the running of an ETCS Level 2 fitted test train.  This approach has sought to 
significantly reduce the risk involved in the deployment of this technology, and specifically to reduce the cost of 
deploying such a system. 

This paper presents one Supplier’s view of the experience gained by this novel approach, outlining a variety of 
test objectives to prove not only the supplier’s own capabilities and system performance, but also demonstrate 
close collaboration with other parties.  The paper also considers how demonstration of capability to all 
stakeholders is critically important in the adoption of such a radically different signalling system. 

Finally the paper will consider the lessons learnt from this approach and from using the test track for integration 
testing of other schemes for NR. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS) is a major industrial project being implemented to 
enhance cross-border interoperability through Europe by creating a single standard for railway signalling.  
ERTMS is a continuous, communication-based, signalling system which includes the Global System for Mobile 
Communications (GSM-Railway) as data network between trackside and on-board equipment, and the European 
Train Control System (ETCS), an automatic control system that offers continuous in-cab signalling and protection 
for the train. 

In the last 10 years the UK – along with many European neighbours – has piloted the use of ETCS Level 2 (L2). 
This technology is now being rolled out more widely, driving both operational benefits and cost efficiencies. 

For a long time the railway industry has been talking about ERTMS being applied to the UK railway; however the 
time for discussion is over.  ETCS is now becoming a reality as NR has just sought tenders for ETCS L2 fitment 
on the East Coast Mainline (ECML), the Great Western Mainline (GWML) and the first in class on board fitment.  
ETCS L2 overlay is well underway on the Thameslink core, with on-site testing starting in July. 

ETCS L2 is the train-control element of the radio-based signalling system.  It is a safety critical system that 
provides the train with the authority to move into the track ahead, as well as track data such as permitted speed 
and gradient.  This system, in turn, ensures the prevention of collisions by supervising a driver’s reactions to 
signals or speed restrictions and enforcing brake applications if necessary.  The system also leads to more 
efficient driving through provision of additional information, increased capacity on a given section of line and 
more effective railway operation.  ETCS L2 uses the GSM-R network for communications between on-board and 
trackside ETCS equipment. 

The challenge is to roll out ERTMS in the UK in the most efficient way, with no or minimal disruption, achieving 
operational benefits, maintenance savings and increasing safety; as well as defining the requirements that suit 
our increasingly busy British mainline network. 

2 THE ETCS FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME  

ERTMS is fundamental to NR’s strategy for modernising the railway to reduce operating costs, improve 
availability and train performance and increase capacity. 
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With consideration for the future, in 2011 NR commissioned the resignalling of the Cambrian Coast line as an 
early ETCS deployment scheme which would help to lay the foundations of a new mind-set and a new 
operational process to drive the railway of the future. 

That was the first step on the path to the ETCS Framework Contracts which are planned to allow the roll out of 
this technology across the UK railway network. 

2.1 Cambrian – ETCS First Step and Lessons Learnt 

Delivered with the intention of learning lessons for subsequent usage of ETCS on busier lines, the provision of 
ETCS on the Cambrian line was successful in allowing stakeholders to understand many aspects of signalling 
and train control with the system.  Following three years of operation on the Cambrian, NR, the operators and the 
industry realised that much had to be learnt before ETCS could be rolled out across the UK mainline railway 
infrastructure.  In order to get the levels of performance required, state of the art equipment would be needed, 
and special attention needed to be paid to issues including: 

 All staff require the necessary competences to carry out their activities on an ERTMS-equipped railway.  
This involves specialised teams inside NR, train operating companies (TOCs) and suppliers. 

 The strong reliance upon the ERTMS telecommunications backbone, the GSM-R network. 

 Detailed requirements should be defined for contractors to meet required operational needs. 

 The need to carry out ‘must-do’, operational-scenario testing before rolling out other ETCS projects. 

Following these valuable lessons learnt about operating in ETCS Level 2, NR decided to launch the ETCS 
Framework project in order to design and develop the ETCS application for the UK railway. 

2.2 The ETCS Framework, NR and Suppliers Joint Project 

As the first step towards awarding delivery contracts within the ETCS Frameworks, in 2012 NR awarded 
contracts to four suppliers: Ansaldo / Arup, Infrasig (Bombardier / Carillion), Siemens and SSL (Alstom / Balfour 
Beatty).  These contracts, as shown in Figure 1, covered three phases with the following aims: 

 Phase 1: To build an understanding of the challenges associated with ETCS roll out in the UK and 
propose solutions to overcome these. 

 Phase 2: To demonstrate the suppliers’ system functionality, capability and performance, their ability to 
deliver ETCS on a test track and their ability to integrate their systems with other suppliers’ equipment. 

 Phase 3: The deployment of ETCS L2 on to the UK network. 
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Figure 1: ETCS Framework Planning 

As part of Phase 1, collaborative workstreams between the four suppliers and NR led the way to investigating 
interfaces, operational requirements and pricing structures.  The contractors developed their respective solutions 
for applications of ETCS at different example sites defined by NR, including the Great Western Main Line and the 
East Coast Main Line as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Geographical Scope for ETCS application 

 

2.3 Phase 1 Deliverables  

Siemens’ deliverables associated with Phase 1 of the Framework Contracts were 34 technical documents, 
covering the following areas: 

 System description and architecture describing the overall operation of the example system. 

 Operational description of the train movements within the case scenarios working on the example site, 
including the interactions of any staff and the ETCS modes and levels that the train would operate in.  
Examples of this could be train awakening with and without valid position, optimisation of capacity, 
joining and splitting moves, train dispatch, etc. 

 Rules, standards and procedures applicable to an ETCS-overlay. 

 Capacity and quality of service enhancements for the GSM-R and Fixed Telecommunications Network 
(FTN) to be implemented to support ETCS operation. 

2.4 Systems Engineering Approach 

Delivery of a hugely complex system of systems such as ERTMS depends upon comprehensive systems 
engineering methods for the development and life cycle management of the solution.  This is particularly 
important with deployment of a new technology.  Siemens values this approach and used systems engineering 
best practice techniques throughout the whole project cycle (Phases 1 and 2) and ETCS products development.   

Our approach was to consider the whole railway, including the operational stakeholders and the many related 
interfaces, within the framework of this approach.  We believe this approach is essential for a successful 
application of any novel approach in the railway industry. 

As an output of the processes defined by the systems engineering approach in Siemens, Figure 3 shows an 
example of a use case scenario (list of steps defining interactions between an actor such as a human, external 
systems or time, and a system, in order to achieve a goal) used during Phase 1.  It describes a joining scenario, 
where two trains travelling in the same direction are joined together.  This is one of the key issues that were 
required to be analysed by suppliers, with detailed consideration of how one train could follow another into an 
occupied section so that the trains could be coupled together. 

The future of the railway, not only in Britain but the rest of Europe, rests in systems engineering through 
innovation and continuous improvement.  As a method, systems engineering applies knowledge from different 
branches of engineering and sectors in order to effectively solve a complex and diverse problem.  It includes 
strategy planning and requirements design, involving technical innovation aiming to develop new technological 
cost-effective solutions for application. 
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Sequence of Events 

Initial Conditions: 

Train 1 has been routed into the applicable track section and is in Full Supervision (FS) mode.  Train 2 is 
running in FS on approach to an end of authority.  

FSFSFSFS

Train 1Train 2

FS FS
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End Conditions: 

Trains are coupled.  The next mission (in either direction) can be undertaken by performing Start of Mission 
from the leading cab.  Note: the driver must ensure that the train data is modified to match the new train 
consist. 

FSFSFSFS

 

 

Figure 3: Joining Scenario 

3 ENIF, FLAGSHIP OF THE NR ETCS FRAMEWORKS 

One of the most novel approaches adopted by Network Rail was the construction of an ETCS National 
Integration Facility (ENIF), a full featured testing laboratory environment at Hitchin.  Provision of this facility has 
been crucial to the ETCS Frameworks Programme, and especially to Phase 2. 

ENIF uses an 8km stretch of the down line on the Hertford Loop between Molewood Tunnel and Langley South 
junction, with trackside equipment controlled from SSI Trackside Functional Modules (TFMs).  Control of the 
TFMs can be switched between operation and test interlockings.  

Together with the test track, a converted Class 313 test train equipped with Alstom’s Level 2 ETCS on-board 
equipment is used to complete the overall system for Frameworks testing.  Figure 4 shows where ENIF is 
located, and gives some general views of the laboratory, track and test train. 

 

 

Figure 4: ENIF and the Test Track 

3.1 ETCS Testing Facility, a Collaborative Environment and UK Firsts 

This cross-industry initiative provides a testing facility to demonstrate and test train-borne systems, trackside 
infrastructure and the interface between the two, while de-risking the application of ERTMS technology on 
Britain’s railway, before ETCS is rolled out across the country. 

The operation of the test track relies on the interaction of Alstom on-board equipment, Ansaldo Euro-balises, 
SSI-compatible interlockings (Solid State Interlockings in widespread use on Network Rail Infrastructure), ETCS 
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Level 2 Radio Block Centres (RBCs) and the telecommunications system (GSM-R and the railway’s Fixed 
Telecommunications Network).  Such diversity when operating a railway is one of the most significant features of 
ERTMS. 

The complex and diverse ETCS Level 2 system has been successfully demonstrated as well as the knowledge 
and capability of the different teams.  This project presented a range of challenges for all four suppliers.  Our 
approach was to lead the project with a UK-based team of experts with wide experience of such systems and 
their application, bolstered by the strength of teams in other European countries, particularly our team based in 
Madrid which has had the involvement of delivering such systems in Spain, Turkey and the Middle East.  In 
addition, we were able to provide the opportunity for a new generation of engineers to grow their skills in ETCS; 
further enhancing our UK based skill set. 

Successfully integrating team members from different parts of the company is particularly important in a project 
such as this – and will remain so as the demand for specialist resources ramps up for the major roll outs being 
planned for the UK.  The adoption of the ENIF approach allowed NR to gather European ETCS specialists from 
the four suppliers, working together to achieve a common goal. 

This multidisciplinary collaborative working area brings together technical benefits across the industry.  The 
development and implementation of new systems, services, strategies and processes, all covered in the complex 
environment of ERTMS, benefit from this diverse working environment; in the same way that innovation benefits 
from varied ideas, which results at last in better products and solutions.  As a clear statement of the success of 
this approach, ENIF has received in 2014 the Most Interesting development in support equipment, which was 
awarded by Rail Media together with other railway press organisations.  Proud team members from the Suppliers 
and Network Rail are shown receiving the award in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Most Interesting Award in Support Equipment for ENIF (NR and Suppliers) 

These engineering companies maintain a strict confidentiality around any commercially sensitive information 
related to their technology and methods.  However a combined commitment to the project and good practice in 
information sharing have made of this project a success, leading the way to de-risking critical path activities, 
optimising railway operations and meeting technical requirements in the most effective way. 

3.2 ENIF System of Systems 

ENIF integrates the two constituent parts of ERTMS: ETCS and GSM-R.  The first represents the signalling 
element and the second the transmission path between train and trackside. 

Figure 6 shows an overview of the systems that compose ERTMS for our testing at ENIF.  These are referenced 
from this Supplier’s perspective, thus other suppliers may refer to them differently. 
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 Datalogger.  This displays and logs the messages between all equipment. 

 Control System Simulator.  This simulates the function of the control centre. 

 Trackguard Westlock.  Computer-based Interlocking system which controls the test track and 
interfaces to the Radio Block Centre. 

 Trainguard Futur Radio Block Centre.  This monitors the trains’ movement and issues movement 
authorities and route information, continuously protecting the trains.  

 Trackside Communications Controller (TCC).  Link between RBC and the GSM-R network. 

 Non-SSI Interlocking Interface.  Serial link to transmit the track states to SSI non-compatible systems, 
in order for companies without SSI-compatible interlockings to monitor and control the state of the 
railway. 
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Figure 6: ETCS National Integration Facility - Logical Architecture 

The Hertford Loop line is double track and has very low traffic levels during off peak hours.  As a separate 
signalling project a new interlocking was introduced to control only the down line for around 8km.  This stretch of 
track is for testing purposes at those periods, while the up line would still be working for passenger services.  
This is shown in Figure 7. 
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On the testing day, the test train is taken from the stabling location to Watton-at-Stone station.  The train 
manager and driver are joined by the tester in charge, on-board support team and trackside supplier’s testing 
engineers.   

Once at Watton-at-Stone, both the signaller at King’s Cross (KGX) power box and the Tester in Charge (TiC) at 
ENIF proceed to switch control from KGX power box, enabling isolation of the test track, and allowing control of 
the line from ENIF by means of the Control System Simulator and the supplier’s SSI compatible interlockings – in 
our case Trackguard Westlock. 
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Figure 7: Hertford Loop Interlocking Architecture 

 

After respective safety briefings on the train and at ENIF take place, the test programme can begin and the RBC 
can start issuing Movement Authorities to the test train.  An example of these tests is described in section3.4. 

3.3 Lab Environment, the Future of Testing 

Based upon the approach followed by other industries, such as aerospace, automotive and power, system 
testing through a laboratory environment is increasingly important within the railway sector.  This allows 
performing evaluation of products and services in a safe and cost-effective manner.  

As part of the ETCS Frameworks contract, an ETCS Lab Environment was delivered by each supplier, 
benefitting from some of the lessons learnt from the implementation of the System Integration Laboratory 
provided to the Thameslink project.  Our approach combined ‘Target systems’, real products including software 
and hardware, with ‘Host systems’, real software applications running on standard PC technology.  In this way, 
real track conditions are simulated in order to test capability and performance of the systems. 

Test scenarios can be run in the lab environment well before starting on-track testing.  This allows both functional 
and application level tests to be carried out on a representation of ENIF track with representative equipment and 
data.  Lab testing significantly reduces or removes extensive on-track debugging and track testing.  This was 
shown at ENIF by the success rate of track testing, once the data and equipment had been pre-tested. 

Using this lab environment we can also simulate many different and varying layouts, such as the ENIF test track, 
Reading Station on the Great Western Mainline or the King’s Cross area of the East Coast Mainline, together 
with their trackside states and simulated ETCS trains.  The simulator also incorporates automatic route setting, 
Trackguard Westlock interlockings, a Driver Machine Interface and a scheme overview updated in real time.  A 
cab visual display is also available to complete this railway laboratory. 
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Figure 8: Siemens' Lab Environment at ENIF 

 

Our experience is that the future of railway systems testing lies in this type of environment, in which both 
functional, capacity and capability tests can take place in a safe manner, avoiding operational costs and 
disruption of a live railway. 

3.4 Testing Case Example, RBC-RBC Handover 

As a test case example, the following description explains the ‘Siemens-to-Ansaldo RBC to RBC Handover’ – 
one of the tests carried out at ENIF as part of the ETCS Frameworks agreement in Phase 2.  

This test aims to demonstrate the seamless movement of a train from one RBC area to a neighbouring RBC 
area, with no need for any driver action.  In this case the areas were controlled by different suppliers’ RBCs.  

Figure 9 shows the joint designed layout of the test track when performing this test. 
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Figure 9: Test Track Layout (UP direction) 

 

The sequence of messages which take place from the time the driver opens the desk, introduces the train data 
and starts up until the train is successfully handed over are described in the flow chart in Figure 10.  However, for 
simplicity this chart displays only representative messages within the sequence. 
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Figure 10: Inter-vendor RBC to RBC Handover Flow Chart 

This test was successfully carried out in September 2014, demonstrating the first UK inter-vendor RBC 
handover.  It was achieved in a relatively short space of time without significant issues, demonstrating the 
maturity of both suppliers’ products and the ETCS specifications. 

3.5 Stakeholder Involvement 

In Great Britain, the railway track and infrastructure is owned and operated by not-for-profit Network Rail, which 
is regulated by the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR).  Rolling stock is largely owned by a leasing company, which 
will have ETCS fitment mandated on them.  However, trains are operated by different train operating and freight 
operating companies (TOCs and FOCs) who will need trains to be ETCS fitted if they want to efficiently operate 
the railway. 

Thus, due to the complexity of the industry, it is key for the future of the railway that the business as a whole, 
suppliers, infrastructure managers and signallers (NR), train and freight operators and drivers take part in the 
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design of the requirements and solutions to be adopted in the short term.  This will lead to a more robust and 
efficient railway which is able to face future needs and adapt easily to change. 

NR realised this, and therefore implemented a plan for the stakeholders to experience ERTMS both from a track 
and lab perspective.  During a few months, NR and Siemens held numerous ‘experience days’, in which railway 
experts from all parts of the industry participated in the demonstrations, thus making the most of ENIF. 

3.6 ETCS Level 3 Demonstration 

As part of Phase 2, and without any contractual obligation, Siemens has used the test track at Hitchin to 
demonstrate ETCS Level 3 concept.  

After a couple of days of integration at ENIF (Figure 11), the Siemens ETCS team successfully ran several test 
scenarios based on ENIF layout in order to demonstrate our Level 3 capabilities.  The Siemens Futur L3 RBC 
was able to issue movement authorities up to the rear of the train ahead, based on the train position reports 
issued by both test train and simulated train, without the need for any track vacancy detection system.  The 
Siemens L3 Controlguide Westcad (Control Centre Simulator), not only allows setting routes, but also displays 
position, speed and NID_ENGINE (identity of the on-board ETCS equipment) of the trains, among other 
information. 

 

Figure 11: Siemens ETCS Team, Level 3 Systems Integration 

Among the different test scenarios, the Class 313 test train displayed a Level 3 control in the Driver Machine 
Interface, as well as train’s movement authorities restricted behind a simulated moving train ahead.  Other tests 
covered the train obtaining a Level 3 MA at the Start of Mission inside a Level 3 area, as well as train tripping 
when travelling through an Emergency Stop Area and this being set. 

3.7 Next Steps 

Currently ENIF is being used by the Siemens and NR Thameslink team to test the overlay ETCS Level 2 system 
and Automatic Train Operation (ATO). 

Within the Thameslink scheme, conventional lineside signals will remain for a ‘degraded mode’ option, but 
movement authorities will be issued by the RBC to the Siemens Desiro City Class 700 train.  The ATO system 
will automatically drive the train according to the MA following an energy-efficient speed profile, it will also open 
the doors and help to minimise station dwell and dispatch times.  In this way, NR aims to achieve a capacity of 
24 trains per hour through the Thameslink core area, as well as reducing energy consumption by ATO efficiently 
driving. 

This system is currently under test at ENIF, using the Class 313 test train.  In April 2016, the Siemens Class 700 
train will be introduced at the test track to start full system testing before moving to the core. 
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4 LESSONS LEARNT 

The ETCS Frameworks programme has therefore proved very valuable lessons to successfully deliver ETCS in 
the UK.  These are briefly described below: 

 Laboratory based application and functional testing can significantly reduce the time for on track testing 
and the risk at site. 

 ‘Whole Railway’ System approach allows all stakeholders to be considered in development and 
introduction of new technology, both on paper and at the test site. 

o Drivers, Testers and Train Managers have had exposure to ETCS in a live environment. 
o Many stakeholders from the industry, such as DfT, TOCs, have seen the system in action for 

the first time. 

 Four ETCS suppliers can work flexibly at a common test track to demonstrate operational scenarios 
both individually and together (such as handover), more easily than expected. 

o Initial survey data provided was more accurate than the conventional scheme plan, which led 
to a swifter implementation. 

o Interoperability is mature, both between train and track and different suppliers’ trackside 
equipment.  

 Test track used to validate that the implementation meets the operational needs, and potentially identify 
problems before application on the live railway. 

 GSM-R is a vital part of the system, and support must be provided even for the test network.  FTN and 
GSM-R are critically important to the railway’s resilience, thus availability of the network and cyber-
security is hugely important. 

5 CONCLUSION 

Through cooperation and excellence, the teams have been able to learn very useful lessons from this unique 
facility set up by NR, which gathers conventional and modern challenges integrated in our railway. 

The invaluable experience gained through the Frameworks contract will make possible a successful 
implementation of ERTMS in the busiest parts of the rail network.  Starting with the GMWL and the southern end 
of ECML in tandem with Thameslink, a wider roll-out of ETCS across the UK will deliver: 

 Improved safety, preventing trains from going too fast or too close to other trains. 

 Improved performance, enabling trains to run at their optimum safe speed at all times. 

 Capacity increase, allowing services to run more frequently in some areas. 

 Reduce total cost of ownership.  There is less lineside equipment and hence less to maintain. 

 Improved reliability, by using modern technology which is resilient and easy to upgrade. 

Thanks to this initiative, four different international suppliers of ETCS have been working together with a common 
objective of demonstrating capabilities and performance on a UK test track.  Now, more than ever, 
interoperability and efficient plus low-risk delivery of ETCS seem an attainable goal. 

 


